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Robin Stjernberg - Scars

I love this song!! Hope you enjoy and find it accurate :)

F.                     C.                             G
Everybody suffers days of doubt
F.                                   C.                        G
Days when you let all your demons out
                        F.                                       C
When your confidence is torn to pieces
                                         G
Conversations in your mind
    F.                         C.                        G.  
Telling you that you re the ugly one

F.                                C.                    Am.                   G
Are you strong enough to rise up when you fall
Have you hurt enough and you re scarred from it all
Never forget to let your fire shine
Deep in your heart you know you ll find it
F.                             C.                 G. 
You re strong enough to go on
                             Am.  
Carrying the scars

Sometimes breaking up s like breaking down
It leaves you crying lying on the ground 
The things that people say to hurt you 
They could cut you down to size
But know that ugly is what ugly does

Are you strong enough to rise up when you fall
Have you hurt enough and you re scarred from it all
Never forget to let your fire shine
Deep in your heart you know you ll find it
You re strong enough to go on
Carrying the scars

          F.                    C.  
People always tracking on (?)
Am.                                          G.  
Trying to hide away just who they are
F.                                                C. 
Doesn t matter now  what words they say
Am.                                            G.  
All the scars are gonna fade away



You are strong enough to survive what you feel
But it scarres enough that it takes time to heal

[Robin sings away, not even gonna try but I think it s just the same chords
repeated]

Are you strong enough to rise up when you fall
Have you hurt enough and you re scarred from it all
Never forget to let your fire shine
Deep in your heart you know you ll find it
You re strong enough to go on
Carrying the scars


